
 

WW1 - Impact on the Women of South Tyneside 

 In January 2016, Women’s Health in South Tyneside began a research project supported by Durham 

Records Office and the WEA, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund.  The project aimed to enable 

people within the local community to learn more about heritage through researching, collating and 

sharing the social impact of WW1 on women's lives in South Tyneside. 

The project emerged from a successful WEA funded course researching women’s suffrage.  There 

were four main focus areas of the WW1 project, namely, women into work and its social 

consequence, lives of women supporting objectors or actively conscientiously objecting, women's 

football throughout the war (Jarrow) and VAD's (Voluntary Aid Detachment). Women who had 

previously been involved with the Suffrage project were provided with the inspiration, opportunity 

and support in developing research, archiving and communicating our heritage skills.  These women 

with the support of staff members recruited new group members to get involved. 

Volunteers were supported by WHiST volunteer coordinators,  Durham records office (Durham at 

War) and WEA in WW1 projects to begin the initial exploration with facilitated research and 

archiving skills workshops at local libraries, history societies, Newcastle Archives and on the internet. 

Additional voluntary and professional support was provided at project meetings, sound recordings 

and social media development. 

18 volunteers took part in training sessions and 10 volunteers took part in visits to London, York and 

recording studios at Washington Art Centre.  All the volunteers benefitted from the expertise shared 

and have been motivated to continue with research into both WW1 and their own personal 

interests. 

World War 1 Project evaluation – Olwyn 
 
In 2015, I first became involved in the project about women’s lives in South Tyneside during World 
War 1.  My interest at that time was women’s football, particularly the munition factory girls and 
ladies who formed teams to raise money helping numerous charities and individuals during that 
period.   
 
As my interest grew and the project expanded we hit lots of pitfalls, notably the fact that history 
records WW1 as being a men only battle and women’s lives were not accounted for and largely 
forgotten about.   
 
Having visited local museums, libraries and art galleries, then travelling to the National Archives and 
the Women’s Library in London, I am proud of the amount of interesting information and facts that 
we have managed to unearth as a group.  It has been a joy to work with everyone on this project and 
I definitely think we have bonded together, just like the women of World War 1. 



 

Women met weekly at Women’s Health in South Tyneside in South Shields.  This is a gender specific 

project which supports women with their physical and mental wellbeing.  Initially women who had 

previously attended the Suffrage Project were involved.  Subsequently more women joined the 

group in response to posters, flyers and word of mouth information sharing. 

Before the WW1 project the group members felt they would not have attempted to research in to 

history.  One member said it would never have crossed her mind.  Others were interested in history 

but assumed it would be too difficult to attempt research on their own, several stating they would 

not have the confidence to take it forward.  All the group members felt that the supported group 

environment had helped them to give it a go and they then grew in confidence throughout the 

project.  “Never in a million years did I think that I would be able to do something like this” - Etta 

When asked what had interested them most about the project the responses included: 

 Finding out things that I knew nothing about. 

 I always considered myself a feminist so it has been great to recognise what women are 

capable of.  I really admire what they did. 

 It was really interesting to find out about people’s lives during WW1 as no-one really talks 

about it.  Family members who lived through the war didn’t really tell us about it.  It was 

interesting to hear the personal perspectives on people’s lives. 

 It was quite difficult to find information specifically about the North East and also about 

women as most of WW1 information focusses on men. 

 I found Adam Bell, the exhibition curator from South Shields museum really helpful. 

 I am not confident with computers so to research I asked for help from my son-in-law.  He 

gave me two books that were very useful.  After that lots of extended family got in touch to 

share their stories about family members.  The information came flooding in and this gave 

me the push to try and research using the intent and google.  Something I never would have 

done otherwise. 

 I have started to collect books on WW1 and on South Tyneside. 

 The group spirit has been great, we have really bonded. 

The project has enabled volunteers to develop a greater understanding of women’s lives during 

WW1 and to share this within the wider community by designing displays of researched information. 

These have been exhibited at WHiST, taken into the community and care homes and shared via 

social media. 

 I knew nothing about the VADs before this project.  The Voluntary Aid Detachment worked 

as nurses and in clerical roles. 

 It was amazing to learn how much work was undertaken by women and that they worked to 

keep the country going.  

 I hadn’t thought of the amount of work that women did and the variety.  I had thought 

about farm work but had never considered things like working in munition factories in such 

dangerous posts or in construction and building.   



 It was interesting to learn that some women were paid very well in their posts and even 

more than those on the front line. 

 It is really interesting to be able to pass on this information to other people as it is not widely 

known. 

A highlight of the project has been the involvement of volunteers in the creation of digital resources. 

All volunteers were initially reluctant to become involved in this aspect of the project however with 

support and encouragement were amazed at the project blog and 10 volunteers helped to develop 

the material for the play, which was professionally recorded at Washington Arts Centre studios and 

the content and posting of the blog.  

 

 I was well out of my comfort zone with some of the project.  Creative writing, singing, 

recording a short play.  All of this made me uncomfortable, but with the support of the 

group I pushed myself to take part. 

 It was interesting but nerve wracking.  It was interesting to use as professional microphone.  

It opened my eyes to how technology is used. 

 We are really proud of the display and all the information we have gathered.  Everyone who 

has looked at it so far has been so impressed.  The files are available for people to look at 

further information. 

 Anyone looking at the display can add their thoughts via a word tree.  One volunteer created 

a fantastic mannequin decorated with photographs of the volunteers and words from the 

research. 

 

In order to delve more deeply into the impact on women's lives the group visited the National 

Archives and the Women's Library at LSE in London.  This trip was identified as necessary as the 

group struggled to find direct evidence relating to South Tyneside women. The WEA in WWI in the 



NE project had already highlighted several very significant women whose stories merit further 

investigation, notably Isabella Scott, Henrietta Stalker, Lisbeth Simm, 

 

North East Secretary of the Women’s Labour League; Ethel Williams, the first female general 

practitioner in Newcastle, suffragist, peace campaigner and WEA tutor; and Hilda Trevena, a highly 

active member in the regional WEA who took over as District Secretary when her husband, Jack 

Trevena was jailed as a conscientious objector.  The trip to London was organised to research these 

women in more depth. 

 

Throughout the project the research skills of volunteers and their enthusiasm for finding new 

information has flourished. These have been shared with WHiST membership and community 

groups. Information was used to conduct interviews collecting family memories of what life during 

the FWW was like for women of South Tyneside.  

 



The project provided the first opportunity, for all but one volunteer, to visit archives and look at and 

in some cases hold original documentation. Women increased their skills and confidence in the 

conducting of research, the digitalisation of relevant material and the generation of ideas to create 

an interactive display. 

When asked; How did you benefit from the trips to the National Archives and York museum? 

 

 It has been fantastic. 

 It is an opportunity I never thought I would have. 

 I was hesitant to take part in the trips due to health problems but I am so glad I did. 

 I was stunned by the security at the National Archives.  I hadn’t realised it would be like that. 

 Researching at the archives was daunting and quite complicated.  I found it hard but I still 

found out some interesting things. 

 It was scary using the equipment and following the rules. I was worried I might break 

something.  I had to remember to use a pencil and not to lick my finger to turn a page.  We 

also made too much noise in our enthusiasm and were told off. 

 The trips were great for us to bond as group and we also got closer to the archivists and 

understood more about their world. 

 I forgot to write down the reference for the information I was looking for. Then I was locked 

in a room for 15 minutes and was unable to look for it.  I would remember for next time. 

 It was fascinating to see a 100 year old business letter written in beautiful handwriting and 

to see how it was laid out and the formal words that were used.  So different to today. 

 I didn’t know that higher rank officers in the army had so much say over the pay and 

conditions of the lower ranks.  That was such a surprise. 

 It was interesting to learn about the brass Christmas boxes intended for all uniformed 

personal.  It was the idea of Princess Mary. 

 We visited a residential home and interviewed the residents.  We enjoyed it and so did they.  

We recorded their stories on I pads and took items along that might jog their memories. 

 



The group worked with Tracy Gilman, an award winning poet with a special interest in women 

working in WW1, to create a permanent "then and now" display of new material generated from 

the research and included the inspiration and impact of carrying out the research. In addition 

they developed a podcast using the material which will be hosted on WHiST, Durham at War and 

the WEA websites 

  It was great to work with Tracey.  She showed us how to use creative writing to create a 

blog.  Using writing in this way was a way to focus on the main points and to make it 

appealing to people without overloading them with too much information.  Anyone who 

wanted to know more can then choose to look through the files. 

 I found creative writing hard but it got easier after a while. 

 

Dr Jude Murphy and Tracy supported the development of the podcast, the performance and 

vocalisation in preparation for the recording and editing all of which was a positive confidence 

boosting outcome for the volunteers working on the project.  

 

The women used creative writing and photography to share the heritage researching processes with 

the WHiST membership and in the wider regional community.  They created an online blog 

(http://whistww1.blogspot.co.uk/2016_05_01_archive.html) to record their journey. 

The project enabled women to increase their skills, understanding and knowledge and highlight the 

social impact of WW1.  Women felt they could better appreciate and make sense of why women’s 

lives changed. Women looked into the history of women from their own families, for example one 

women whose grandmother took over the running of the family coal delivery business during WW1 

and another with an interest in how women’s football developed in relation to employment of 

women in the Jarrow armaments factories. 

Women were inspired to research the history of women in South Tyneside with an enthusiasm that 

was infectious and led to new members joining the group throughout the length of the project. 

http://whistww1.blogspot.co.uk/2016_05_01_archive.html


            

At the end of the project the work undertaken and information discovered were presented as a 

display at WHiST.  The display was also created with the intention of inspiring the community to 

discuss and raise awareness of the changes to women’s lives during WW1 and how this impacted on 

wider society.  The display was open to the public and advertised in the local press and via social 

media.  It was visited by men and women from the local community and very well received.  Visitors 

recorded their thoughts on the display via a thought tree.   

                  

 

 

Areas for future development 

Volunteers are continuing to meet weekly and have identified that one of the challenges of the 

project was that in speaking to members at WHiST and residents at local care homes they were 

often given memories and information relating to WW2. This could also be a warning that if these 

first hand recollections are not collected soon they will no longer be there and lost for future 

generations.  

The narratives of women often seem to be buried within archives and documents and not as 

accessible as they could be with many of the accounts of inspirational women of the borough hidden 

and not championed or celebrated 



The development of partnerships that have supported the interests of WHiST volunteers has 

enabled women to develop both enthusiasm and skills to research the heritage of south Tyneside. In 

order to sustain this we understand that expert help, that staff at WHiST do not have, will be 

required and that the time necessary to support and manage further heritage projects needs to be 

factored in to further work. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 


